This article discusses the historical construction of Dendi, a border region now located across Niger, Benin and Nigeria. On the basis of colonial literature and mythological accounts collected in the cities of Gaya, Malanville and Kamba, the paper shows that the Dendi identity is based on the binary opposition between "indigenous people" and "conquerors". Urban foundation myths traditionally present the former as "sons of the soil", worshippers of the earth and land, while emphasising the aristocratic origins of the latter, "who came on foot". In this, Dendi is comparable to other West African socio-political entities such as Borgu in Benin-Nigeria, Yatenga in Burkina Faso and the Hombori Mountains in Mali; it is however rather different due to the importance of the contemporary borders, which introduced different colonial rules and paths of development.
Introduction
Since its colonial times, the socio-political West Africa systems often relied on binary societal oppositions between "indigenous people" and "conquerors", "first-comers" and "latecomers", "autochthones" and "immigrants", or "natives" and "strangers". According to Amselle (1990) , the origin of such oppositions remains unclear and may have been transmitted from one West African empire to another via the various exchanges of people and ideas which occurred between the 6 th and the late 19 th centuries. What is certain, however, is that these oppositions played a key role in the conflicting construction of identities of West African societies, as evidenced by the various accounts which refer to them in the oral tradition, and remain highly significant in the control over land and building development, political privileges, labour or taxes as well as in defining belonging in West Africa (Kuba and Lentz 2006) . In most cases, these oppositions have been redefined and negotiated according to the shifting balance of local interests and arrival of new populations of immigrants in frontier settlements (Kopytoff 1987 , Lentz 2006a ).
First-comer vs. late-comer arrangements have been specifically documented in the West
African historical and anthropological literature. In Yatenga, for example, Izard (1985) noted a strong opposition, playing a foundational role within contemporary Mosse society, between
Nyonyose indigenous people and Nakombse conquerors. While the former were called gens de la terre because of their relationships with the spirits of the land, the latter were known as gens du pouvoir because they held political authority (Lingane 2002) . In Borgu, too, the socio-political system was also dominated by an alliance between Baatombu autochthonous people and aristocratic conquerors descendants of Kisra (Jones 1998 , Lombard 1998 . A similar phenomenon was also observed in the Keleyadugu chiefdom in southern Mali (Amselle 1990 ) and in the Hombori Mountains in Mali (Walther 2006) . Far from being limited to pre-colonial or colonial contexts, such oppositions have also been observed in contemporary societies, as for example in the context of the construction of the modern Ivorian state, where local Ebrié populations living in Abidjan were called "indigenous", in contrast to more recent immigrants (Terrier 1997) , and, even more dramatically, in the political struggle that has been opposing northerners and southerners around the concept of ivoirité as of the mid-1990s (Chauveau 2000) .
Very few of these studies have specifically focussed on contemporary border regions. Yet, border regions offer interesting and original characteristics for the analysis of binary oppositions. In such regions, the political border between states comes in addition to the wellknown social boundary between "autochthones" and "immigrants", giving the opportunity to study what happens when a historical frontier area is divided by different colonial rules and, later on, by a modern state border line. What has been the influence of colonial and postcolonial boundaries on the local construction of identities? Has the emergence of nation states and their modern boundaries led to a divergent evolution of the relations between natives and immigrants? Or, conversely, have these oppositions remained steady, illustrating Amselle's (1990: 60) argument that even if conditions change, the relationship between these social groups has been handed down over time and that it is the permanence of this opposition which should be taken into account?
The aim of this paper is to contribute to scholarly knowledge regarding these questions. We use a corpus of colonial literature and mythological accounts referring to the foundation of three cities -Gaya, Malanville, and Kamba -located in Dendi, a border area situated across Niger, Benin and Nigeria (see Map 1) . The paper shows that the Dendi identity is based on the binary opposition between "indigenous people" and "conquerors". While the urban foundation myths traditionally present the former as "sons of the soil", worshippers of the earth and land, these narratives emphasise the aristocratic origin of the latter, "who came on foot". In this, Dendi is indeed comparable to other West African socio-political entities such as the Yatenga in Burkina Faso or the Hombori Moutains in Mali; it is however rather different due to the importance of contemporary borders, which introduced different colonial rules and paths of development in Niger, Benin and Nigeria.
This article is structured as follows. In the next section we briefly present the main characteristics of the Dendi border region and discuss our methodology. In section 3, we present the urban myths of foundation regarding the three cities of Gaya, Malanville and Kamba, focussing on the origin of the opposition between "indigenous people" and "conquerors". Section 4 then presents some of the changes which occurred in post-colonial times to local chieftaincy. In the final section, we conclude with a summary of our key findings and briefly comment on two potential prospects for the study of political local powers and identity. 4
Case study and methodology
The term "Dendi" is used to refer to two different regions in 
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The Dendi region was long situated on the fringe of pre-colonial socio-political formations, such as the Hausa states or the Songhai Empire. As the oral accounts collected in the region recall, the Dendi also constituted a periphery of the Borgu states, a pluri-ethnic socio-political formation organised around the cities of Nikki, Illo and Bussa on the contemporary BeninNigeria border. This loose federation was composed of autonomous political formations and characterised by the alliance of a political class, whose members were descendants of Kisira, an anti-islamic hero, and who intermarried with indigenous Boko/Busa people, the early rulers of Borgu (Boesen, Hardung and Kuba 1998 , Brégand 1998 , Jones 1998 . Borgu is most famous for its wasangari people, an aristocratic population very similar to the conquerors of the Dendi, who were responsible for conducting war (Kuba 1998 , Lombard 1998 (Retaillé 1984) , the Dendi has grown into a commercial hub specialised firstly on regional agricultural products and secondly on the transit and re-export of manufactured goods from the world market (Boluvi 2004 , Walther 2008 , 2009 ). This makes the study of urban foundations in Dendi interesting because most of the booming markets are nowadays inhabited by several different types of populations:
"indigenous people" and "conquerors" of course, to which particular attention will be paid in this paper, but also new immigrants attracted by the economic potential of the border region.
Urban foundation myths were collected from primary and secondary sources. We used colonial literature devoted to the cities located in Dendi, including reports from the Mission Tilho (1911) , and the work of Delafosse (1912) , Perron (1924) , Ardant du Picq (1931), Urvoy (1936) and Périé and Sellier (1950) . We also conducted semi-structured interviews face-to- . The general aim of these interviews was to examine how binary oppositions could legitimise the respective positions of social groups. In doing so, we were interested in the various arguments used by local actors to support their own classification of the society.
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Particular attention was paid to ensuring the diversity of the sources of oral historical information. As noted by Amselle (1990) , foundation narratives very often hide the conflicts which take place between indigenous people and conquerors or immigrants in West Africa.
The Dendi border region is certainly no exception to this, and we tried to collect as many different versions of the same myths as possible, in order to go beyond the standardised accounts that aim to preserve harmony vis-à-vis the outside world. The interviews were conducted in Gaya, Malanville and Kamba-Kyangakoy, the three major urban centres located in the Dendi border region, which in 2005 had 33,000, 58,000 and 30,000 inhabitants respectively.
Origins of the populations and urban foundations
The Dendi region is a set of cities and villages characterised by the dominance of aristocratic and warrior groups, originating in the disintegration of the Songhai Empire, over a Kyanga population responsible for traditional cults and ownership of the land. The following sections trace the origin of these populations, which inhabit today's cities in the Dendi, and discuss the opposition between the so-called "sons of the soil" and "conquerors". We focussed on urban foundations, which can be considered as the "pivotal historical event" mentioned by Murphy and Bledsoe (1989: 124) , allowing to distinguish between first-comers and late-comers.
The foundation of Kyangakoy and Kamba by the Kyanga
Oral history indicates that the origin of the Kyanga population, which today populates both banks of the River Niger and belongs to the Mande language group (Bako-Arifari 1997, Jones 1998), dates back to the battle of Badr in 624, in which the armies of the Prophet overcame a caravan of Quraysh pagans. Kyanga populations claim to have fled to Yemen and crossed the Red Sea before embarking on a long journey across the Sahara to their current location (Interview 4, 12/06/2005) . These mythological elements, which are also reported in the Borgu region (Kuba 1998) , are contradictory with linguistic studies, which noted that the Kyanga and other Mande family language groups are of West African origin, the Kyanga/Busa group being the easternmost of all (Jones 1998) . Nevertheless, such a mythological origin is an important element in the construction of the identity of the Kyanga, who, in contrast to Songhai groups, cannot legitimately claim a Muslim origin, but nevertheless wish their own history to be included within a larger mythological framework.
Their migration into the border region can be subdivided into three major trends, the first two relating directly to the cities of Kyangakoy and Kamba, and the latter concerning the city of Gaya described in Chapter 3.2.
According to local accounts, a first wave of settlement followed the Niger River from Zamfara, located in the western part of contemporary Nigeria. These Kyanga populations then settled close to the "triple point" of the present Niger-Benin-Nigeria border, where a split occurred. The main group of Kyanga decided to go up the Niger River on foot and settled close to the small Sota River in contemporary Benin. Because many young children died in the river, the Kyanga moved once again and founded Garou, considered as the first "real"
Kyanga village in the Dendi.
A second wave came, according to oral tradition, from the north. Originally established in Kyangala -a place between Dosso and Dogondoutchi in contemporary Niger which would provide their name -these Kyanga reached Gao, the capital of the Songhai Empire. From Gao, they followed the Niger River downstream until they reached Katanga, a city which no longer exists but whose location is supposed to be between Koullo and Kompa in Niger The city of Kyangakoy, located nearby in contemporary Nigeria, is said to have been founded later, after a buffalo hunt which took the hunters close to a pond called Tarka. Oral histories insist on the fact that the place had to be cleared before the Kyanga could settle there permanently, stressing the fact that no former human settlement was known in the area and that they could be considered as first-comers. 
The foundation of Gaya
In contrast to Kyangakoy and Kamba, where only one ethnic group can legitimately claim the foundation of the city, different versions of how Gaya was originally founded can be collected from oral history sources. In this section, we present the two main Kyanga and Songhai historical accounts, without trying to identify which is the more legitimate. Our interest is rather to set out the social and political consequences of the division between the two populations on the organisation of the society.
From a Kyanga point of view, Gaya means "it shall last a long time". The city was originally founded by the members of a third wave of settlement which came to the Dendi border region, following the two waves previously described. The oral tradition identifies three fundamental moments: the quest for the perfect location; the urban foundation; and the meeting with the Songhai. Monzon, who was an animist, confided in his own spirit and said: "Today is your day. Today, I will see if you are really powerful". Having uttered these words, he noticed a large snake extended across the Niger River, which could serve as a bridge to help him and his people to cross the river. Kokoa Monzon crossed the bridge formed by the serpent to the other side of the river, soon followed by the other Kyanga. The story goes on to specify that the chief of the Borgu people wanted to follow the same path to pursue the Kyanga, but the snake plunged into the river, drowning the Borgu warrior (Interview 6, 25/11/2004) .
When the Kyanga reached the left bank of the Niger River, several potential locations were offered to them. Oral myths state that after several temporary settlements, the Kyanga reached Sokondji, one of the urban districts of contemporary Gaya. There, according to the accounts collected, the Kyanga asked Lâta and Ouza, the two main spirits protecting the Kyanga, whether the location was safe enough to build a new city, and received a positive answer from them. Kokoa Monzon said: "Be a mother to me. I will suck your breast. Be a father to me, defend me and protect me from all things" (Interview 6, 25/11/2004) . At the foot of a baobab tree located close to what is now Koussou Kourey district, the Gagna-koy responsible for traditional worship, the good health of harvest and the ownership of the land, was inducted (Interview 6, 25/11/2004 ) . At this point, the stories collected state that the bush surrounding Koussou Kourey was inhabited only by "wild animals", in order to stress that the freshlyfounded human settlement was the first. Very soon, however, the Kyanga were forced to come into contact with the Songhai, who also arrived in the region. As shown in the following stories, this encounter is a crucial moment in the definition of local identities and local authorities, which remains highly significant today. The genealogy of the Songhai is reconstructed in Figure 1 from the reigns of the emperors of the Empire of Gao (known as askias), sometimes with mythological links between rulers.
Indeed, oral history seems to focus more on the prestige of being descended from the Songhai Empire of Gao than on a "positivist" reconstruction of the line of descent. Tara" (our translation). After the founding of Tara, the story indicates that Samsou Béri looked for another site, which eventually became Gaya. This story presents many similarities with the general socio-political organisation in Borgu, notably because in both regions the aristocracy allied to the indigenous people by marrying the village chief's daughter. Such an alliance had the advantage of ensuring some security for the indigenous leaders and to allow aristocrats to secure the support of traditional deities and a legitimate political sovereignty (Kuba 1998) . Furthermore, both regions have faced significant conflicts between members of the aristocracy, which encouraged the migration of small groups of conquerors, who have increasingly imposed cultural characteristics on indigenous peoples.
Figure 1. Genealogy of the Songhai princes of Dendi
Sources: Tilho 1911 , Delafosse 1912 , Perron 1924 , Ardant du Picq 1931 , Urvoy 1936 , Périé and Sellier 1950 and author's enquiries, 2004 -2005 . The dates indicate the reigns.
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When in Gaya, the Songhai apparently found a clearing and, after having consulted their religious advisors, said: "ir na gayi nago", which is Zarma-Songhai for "we have kept this place". Chief Ekoye (1985) advisors who settled with him in Tara. These religious advisors noticed smoke coming from the east, indicating that other people inhabited the area where the current city of Gaya is located. The Songhai went in that direction to try to get in touch with those unidentified people through a thick bush. When they arrived where the fire was burning, El Hadj Hanga and his people saw an uninhabited clearing. The Kyanga had obviously left. Their own earth priests had indicated that another group of people was trying to get in touch with them. Over the following days, a competition between the Kyanga and Songhai religious advisors took place and, after several unsuccessful attempts, a meeting was organised between the two groups. On this occasion, the question of why the Kyanga were not permanently settled in their clearing but had instead taken refuge on the islands of the river was raised; the Kyanga claimed, as in other oral accounts discussed so far, that they feared being enslaved by the Muslim Fulani.
After the foundation of Gaya, the history of the Songhai princes of Gaya appears rather hectic and involves a large number of towns along the Niger River (Dambo 2007 division. This lack of centralization has been interpreted in the literature as a result of the elective system of succession, which induced conflict between brothers because all the sons of a king could succeed their father and forced them to look for new villages to rule, and a strong attachment to the values of honour and war by the Wasangari aristocracy (Lombard 1965 (Lombard , 1998 .
Later on, the colonial period radically changed the power relationships in favour of some traditional chiefs eager to ally with the French and build their own zone of influence. The local chiefdom of Dosso, for example, located north of Gaya, progressively turned into a regional power extending over the "Zarma country", through the skills of Chief Aouta, who actively collaborated with the French (Rothiot 1988) . More locally, the privileges and spatial limitations of the chiefdoms were transformed according to the attitudes of local elites vis-à-vis the French military, and a new territorial division was introduced by the creation of the cantons and their chiefs.
The colonial origin of Malanville
With 60,000 inhabitants, Malanville is now the largest urban centre in the Dendi. In contrast to the majority of the cities in the border region, Malanville's origins are primarily due to the the Niger River; however, the local market only developed significantly when a new bridge was built over the river in 1958. Over the following decades, the market became one of the main commercial centres in the region, with a strong specialisation in regional agricultural products, notably rice and onions (Walther 2007 (Walther , 2009 ).
"When the grass eats the horse": Since the Independence
The traditional political and religious authorities described in this article have undergone profound changes during the second half of the 20 th century, following the establishment of modern states. The attitude of these states vis-à-vis traditional leaders has varied greatly in different situations.
Thus, in Niger, traditional political leaders first became closer to the government of Diori
Hamani (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) when the President found it necessary to consolidate national unity and fight the Sawabe party, before gradually moving away from the regime because of its heavy contributions on rural populations. Later, traditional chiefdoms found it more difficult to use the single party of Seyni Kountché (1974 Kountché ( -1987 for their own ends. Himself from a noble Zarma family, President Kountché showed a strong willingness to reform traditional chiefdoms so as to exert greater control over them (Abba 1990 ). Yet there never was a fundamental questioning of the chiefdom in Niger, perhaps because, according to Olivier de Sardan (1984: 203) 
Conclusion
Founded around the 16 th century jointly by the Kyanga and Songhai populations, the Dendi border region is structured around a binary opposition between "indigenous people", who used to be responsible for the traditional religion, and "conquerors", responsible for the political power which structures the construction of local identities, a common and disputed occurrence in West Africa (Meillassoux 1971: 23) . This work suggests several possible avenues for the study of local power and identity in the Dendi border region. Firstly, it would be interesting to extend the analysis to include the contemporary consequences of such a binary societal opposition. As briefly mentioned in this paper, the Dendi is nowadays composed not only of "sons of the soil" and conquerors, but is also an increasingly attractive destination for a new category of immigrants represented by the traders involved in the circulation of goods and agricultural investors mostly active in the irrigated production of agricultural products. Some of these entrepreneurs have become important actors in the local urban market and have successfully occupied political positions in the newly-decentralised local communities, challenging the traditional organisation of power at the local level. More research on the conflicting or cooperative relations maintained between this new economic elite, whose success is based on the exploitation of border differentials, and the traditional elites described in this paper would certainly contribute to a better understanding of the local political context.
A second avenue of research would be to extend the geographical scope of the analysis and compare the Dendi with other regions within West Africa, a path that has already been shown
by Lombard (1998) in his comparative study of Bariba and Mosse socio-political systems.
The strong opposition between "sons of the soil" and "conquerors" is certainly not specific to 19 the Dendi. As this paper shows, it has especially strong similarities with the one seen in the Borgu states located between Benin and Nigeria, or with Yatenga in Burkina Faso. In both regions, the conquerors supplanted the authority of local chiefs, who lost their political authority but retained their religious power. Despite their political differences -Yatenga was more centralised than the Borgu or the Dendi, the chief of land was more powerful in Borgu than in Yatenga -and different rules of succession, these societies appear to have shared some common characteristics in their political system. Similar characteristics can also be found in the Hombori Mountains located in eastern Mali, where local power was divided between animist Dogon populations and aristocratic conquerors of Songhai origin (Walther 2006) . In both cases, local identity was intimately linked to the decline of a centralised political structure (i.e. the Songhai Empire of Gao) and the need to find a refuge in order to rebuild a society characterised by a high degree of marginality vis-à-vis the regional population centres. In Dendi and in the Hombori Mountains, such a binary opposition appears to have particularly resisted the historical changes brought by war, migration, colonisation and the creation of modern nation-states.
